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CODIMENSION REDUCTION THEOREMS IN
CONFORMAL GEOMETRY

GIULIANO ROMANI

Introduction

We give the proof of the analogue, in conformal geometry, of the local
version of the Theorem of Erbacher [E], and of theorems related to it.
The theorems obtained can also be viewed as the extension of classical

theorems on reduction of codimension of a submanifold of a space of
constant curvature to the case of a submanifold of a space locally conformal
to a space of constant curvature that is locally conformally fiat.
We start from the investigation of the geometric meaning of the nullity of

the Willmore conformal forms, &M, of a submanifold M. These conformal
forms, introduced in [R], are invariant under conformal changes of the metric
of the ambient space M.
We prove:

THEOREM. Let M be a locally conform_.ally flat manifold. IfM is a submani-
fold of conformally nicely curved in M, then (vM is zero if and only if M is
locally contained in a totally unbilical submanifold of M of dimension p

r+l r+l
dim fxM ( flxM, (r + 1)-conformal osculating space).

From the theorem, we deduce the local conformal version of the Erbacher
Theorem (recently proved by Okomura [O] in the case of M of constant
curvature).

COROLLARY III. Let M be locally conformally flat and M a submanifold of
M. If WxM has constant dimension and is parallel in the normal bundle of M,
then M is locally contained in a totally umbilical submanifold ofM of dimension
p dim M + dim WxM (WxMfirst Willmore space).

Introducing the notion of conformally parallel distribution along a submani-
fold, the analogue in conformal geometry of the notion of parallel distribu-
tion along a submanifold in Riemannian geometry, we are able to prove the
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local conformal version of a well known theorem related with the theorem of
Erbacher:

COROLLARY I. Let M be locally conformally flat. If A is a distribution of
M, conformally parallel along a conformally nicely curved subman_.ifold M ofM,
then M is locally contained in a totally umbilical submanifold ofM ofdimension
p _< dimA.

Corollary II is the following.

COROLLARY II. Let M be a submanifold of a locally.conforrnally flat
manifold. If dim lx(M) const., for k 1,..., r and if IZM WM
is parallel in the normal bundle of M, then M is locally contained in a totally

r+l
umbilical submanifold ofM of dimension p dim 12xM, x M.

Obviously Corollary III is only Corollary II in the case r 1, but we have
pointed out Corollary III because it is the analog of the Theorem of
Erbacher in its local version.
The results of [E] and [O] are global. Our results are local. Since all the

spaces of constant curvature are locally conformally fiat we have been able to
obtain a unitary proof for the three different cases of positive, negative, zero
curvature. These cases are treated separately in [E] and [O].

Acknowledgement. The definition of "Conformally parallel distribution,"
more geometric than my original one, was proposed by the referee. Using it I
was able to simplify the proof of Lemma 5 of Section III. I want to thank the
referee for this and other suggestions.

I. Preliminaries

Let M be a Riemannian manifold endowed with the metric
If tr" M R is a function of M the manifold M, endowed with the metric

g,* e2, conformal with , will be denoted by .*. In a similar way the
Levi-Civita connections of and * will be denoted, respectively, by V
and V*.

It is well known that the two connections V and V* are related by the
equality

(1) .,Y= xY + X(tr)Yx + Y(tr)X (Xx,Yx)(gradtr)

where, gradtr, denote the gradient of tr taken with respect to the metric
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If M is a submanifold of M, the second fundamental form of M will be
0

denoted by sM and the mean curvature vector at x M by Hx(M). If M is
considered as submanifold of M* we shall denote M by M* its second

0
fundamental form by Su, and the mean curvature vector at x M* by
H(M*). k
We denote by NxM (k O, 1... ) the k-normal space of M at x (with the

0
convention NxM TxM) and by skM the k-fundamental form of M (for these
notions and for related theorems see [S], volume IV, Chapter 7).

In JR] we have defined the k-Willmore space, WxM, and the k-Willmore

form, vu, the analogue, in conformal geometry of submanifolds, of/u and

u respectively. Both are invariant under conformal changes of the metric .
The forms M are defined by

M(XxY) -(XxYx)Hx(M), Xx,Yx e TxM
P(TxM*WxM.....WxM) +/- VxW Xx e rxM

k k-1
The spaces WxM are those generated by the forms wM in x M.
Using the notion of r-conformal osculating space of M at x,

r-1

TxM WxM Wx M (r 1,...), we can write

(4)

Xx T,M IF(IM), k>O.

k
If for each k 1,..., the dimension of WM is constant we say that M is
conformally nicely curved in M. Obviously that property is invariant under
conformal changes of the metric in M.

If M is conformally nicely curved we have proved [R] the so called
conformal Frenet equations of M. Here we recall the property

k-1 k k-1

(5) TM + WxM (9 WxM $ WxM,
o

(we assume WxM T M).

Xx e TxM, r(CVM)

6. Remark.k , for an x M, Hx(M) 0
O, 1,...,NxM= WxM and m iM"

then for each k

7. Remark. By definition a point x M is umbilical if M is zero in x.

The conformal invariance of M implies that each totally umbilical sub-
manifold M of M is changed in a totally umbilical submanifold by any
conformal change of the metric .
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8. PROPOSITION [S.S]. For each point z of any submanifold M of M it is
always possible to change the metric ?,, around z, in a convenient one, ,*,
conformal to , in such a way that M, around z, is minimal with respect to ,*.

In particular from Remark 7 and Proposition 8 we can deduce:

9. PROPOSITION. It is always possible, with a convenient conformal c_hange
of the metric , to change locally a totally umbilical submanifold M of M, in a
totally geodesic submanifold.

1-1
Let 1 such that W M 4:0 and I/VM 0 or, equivalent, such that I-2WM 0

l-1 l-1
and twit= 0. The number s dim(TxM dvxM WxM)
dim(12xM) is called the conformal number of the immersion M .

Finally we recall the two theorems that we generalize to the case of
conformal geometry.

10. THEOREM (Erbacher _[E])" Let M be a manifold of constantlcurvature.
If M is a submanifold of M and the first normal space of M, NM, is of
constant dimension, and is parallel in the normal bundle of M, then M is
contained in a totally geodesic submanifold of M of dimension p dim M +
dim NxM.

11. THEOREM Ill. Let M be a manifoM of constant curvature. If A is a
distribution of M defined along M, containing the tangent space of M and
parallel along M, then M is contained in a totally geodesic submanifold ofM of
dimension p dim A.

Theorem 11 is stated also in [E] in a quite different version related with the
higher normal spaces of M in M.

II. Inverse part of the theorem

INVERSE PART OF THE THEOREM. If {vt 0 then M is locally contained in
r+l

a totally umbilical submanifold ofM of dimension p dim 12xM.

Before doing the proof we prove some lemmas and propositions.
For any fixed point of z M, Proposition 8 of Section I asserts that we

can choose a metric * e2 in t and a neighborhood Uz of z in M such
that

(1) Hx(M* ) =0, x U.
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Denote WxM WxM by Wx(r)M.
Let//* be a submanifold of/r* which is a tubular neighborhood of Uz

the set of the points
in

y exP*xWx, x Uz,

where eXpx* is the exponential of M* at x M and wx has to be chosen in
some neighborhood of the origin of Wx(r)M. It is clear that for x Uz,

r+l

Tx*= TxM Wx(r)M TM WxM WxM 12xM

o
2. LEMMA. WhY/x, 0, X Uz.

Proof of Lemma 2. For each x Uz, Wx(r)M ..[_ TxM; moreover each
vector of Wx(r)M can be extended in a tangent vector field of//*, parallel in
M*, along its direction. Consequently, denoting with X* an orthonormal
basis in TxM* and with w an orthonormal basis in Wx(r)M*, for x Uz we
have

1 [ 0 ]S, E 0Hx(/*)
dim /* E (X* X*) +

1 Eo (x.* x.*)
dim /*

1

dim ’/*

(M, )SM,
dim ll,P+/-x,

_
Vx,.X*. + ( X* X* ) =0

M*
( V connection on M* induced by the connection V*). In particular

(3) t* o
=s/, forxUz

o
and we can compute /, at the points x Uz, computing st,.
As observed before, for wx Wx(r)M, o os,(wx, wx) 0. Then since s, is

bilinear and symmetric for wx, w’x Wx(r)M,

(4) 0
w;) o.
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For_X TxM and w F(w(r)M) from conformal Frenet equations of M*
in M*, (5) of Section I, and by hypothesis &M 0,

Xxw TxM Wx(r)M Txl*
and then

0
Wx) e (VLw) o

If Xx, Yx TxM from (1) and Remark 6 of Section I,

M* r,Nx WxM* WxM c TxM
and then

(M, )(6) s.( Xx, Yx) P-x* Y P +/-x* V xxY + SM.( Xx, Y.) 0

and Lemma 2 follows from (3), (4), (5), (6).

Since M is locally conformally flat, it is locally conformal with the Eu-
clidean space Em, dim M, with the canonic metric ( ).
We shall denote with //e and Me, respectively, the submanifolds /r* and

M* as submanifolds of/ endowed with the metric ( ) of Em. Lemma 2
and conformal invariance of the form allow us to assert the next result.

7. PROPOSITION. The points of Uz are umbilical points of ]Ie:

Pdile Sx ( Sx Yx )nx( le) x Uz

For m dim M > 2, the proof of Lemma 25 of Volume IV of Spivak [S],
works to prove the next result if we denote by D the standard connection
of Em"

8. PROPOSITION. IH(e)l is constant on M and for x Uz,Xx

Oxn(l/Ie )

(If dim M 1 our theorems are obviously true because M is always totally
umbilical.)
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As an immediate consequence of Proposition 8 we have that nx(][e) is
always zero, or is always different from zero along Uz and then:

9. LEMMA. The distribution along Uz,

A
x Zx2e {nx(jle)}( fixM {nx(][e)}), x Uz,

is of constant dimension.

Moreover we have

10. PROPOSITION. The distribution along Uz,

A Zx2]e ]) {nx(]e)}( fixM {n(/e)}), x Uz,

is parallel in Em. In particular M is contained in a totally geodesic submanifold
of Ern with dimension q dim Ax.

Proof ofProposition 10.
Theorem 11 of Section I.

Immediate from Proposition 7, Proposition 8, and

And now we are able to prove the inverse part of the theorem.
If Hx(M ) is identically zero for x Uz we deduce from Proposition 10

that Uz is contained in a totally geodesic submanifold of Em of dimension
r+l

p dim h/e= dim x and then Uz is contained in a totally umbilical
submanifold of M of the same dimension and the inverse part of the theorem
is proved in that case.

eIf Hx(M ) 0 we consider a curve x(t)of Uz and we denote with Xxt) its
tangent vector at the point x(t). Using Proposition 8 we obtain

1 )d-7 x ( ) + nx ( ]]e)
Inx(t>(2(’le) 12 gx(t + 1

2Oxx,t)nx(t)(]]e)Inx(t,(lle)

Xx(t)
]nx(t)(]le)[

2xx(t)
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Then the point

y=x+

does not depend on the choice of x on Uz; moreover, from Prop. 8,

[YI Hx(//e) 1
const, on Uz

nx( i(le)
2 nx( J(/le)

and then Uz is contained in a sphere of Em. But Proposition 10 says that it is
also contained in an affine space of Em of dimension q dim//+ 1

r+l
dim 12xM + 1, and then in a totally umbilical submanifold of M of dimen-

r+l
sion p =q- 1 12x M, so the inverse part is proved also in that case.

IIl. Direct part of the Theorem

DIRECT PART OF THE THEOREM. If M is contained in a totally umbilical
r+l

submanifold ofM of dimension p fxM then (vM O.

We start proving some lemmas and propositions.

1. DEFINITION. Let A be a distribution along the submanifold M ofM. A is
called conformallly parallel if

(i) TxM WxMCAx, xM,
(ii) the normal part of A is parallel in the normal bundle.

From (1) of Section I we can deduce that Definition 1 is conformally
invariant.
The following lemma give a relation between parallel and conformally

parallel distributions.

2. LEMMA. /f A is a parallel distribution along a submanifold 371 of such
that for each x M,

Tx C ZXx,

then A is also conformally parallel.
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Proof. For Xx TxllTl and Y F(T/I)we_ have xxY TxllTl c A x.
From the parallelism of A we also have VxxY A x. Then

s(XxYx) Vx.Y y A
x

and NxM c Ax. B.ut WxMaC NxM and condition (i) follows.
Take Xx TxM and Y F(A c _t_ ). The parallelism of implies

x (VxxY) Ax &x , which is condition (ii).VxYA and then Pz

3. Remark. Lemma 2 implies that the tangent space to a totally geodesic
submanifold/r is a conformally parallel distribution along/r and along each
submanifold M of M. Using Proposition 9 of Section I we can extend
Remark 3 to the following lemma.

4. LEMMA. The tangent space to a.totally umbilical submanifold M is a
conformally parallel distribution along M and along each submanifold M of ATI.

1-2
We recall that we have denoted by the integer such that w M 4 0

and w__M 0, and by s dim 2xM the conformal number of immersion
M --, M.
By induction from Definition 1, using (4) and (5) of Section I we deduce"

5. LEMMA.
x M and
dimAx >_ s.

If A is a conform,ally parallel distribution along M then for each
O, 1,...,l, WxMCAx; in particular xMc A

x and

Suppose M contained in a totally umbilical submanifold of /. By
Lemma 4, T/ is conformally parallel along M. By Lemma 5, 12M c T/kr. If

r+l r-1 l
dim M dim 12 M we have 12 M 12M T/k); in particular &M 0 and
the direct part of the theorem is proved.

IV. Corollaries

From Lemma 5 of Section III and the inverse part Of the theorem, we
have:

1. COROLLARY I. Let M be locally conformally flat. If A is a distributionof
M, conformally parallel along a conformally nicely curved subman_.ifold M ofM,
then M is locally contained in a totally umbilical submanifold ofM of dimension
p < dimA. r
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Suppose. that, for a given submanifold M of M, for each 1,..., r,
we have I/VxM c(i) const. Moreover suppose 1 I/is paral-
lel in the normal bundle of M.

r-1
By property (5) of Section I it follows that__WxM 0 for x M. In

particular M is conformally nicely curved in M and &t 0. Using the
inverse part of the theorem we obtain:

2. COROLLARY II. Let M be a submanifold of a manifold M locally

CrOnformally flat. If dim Fx(M) const, for k 1,..., r and ift
WM is parallel in the normal bundle of M, then M is locally contained in a

r+l
totally umbilical submanifold of M of dimension p dim xM, x M. D

As observed in the introduction, for r 1, Corollary II gives:

COROLLARY III. Let M be locally conformally flat and M a submanifold of
M. If WxM has constant dimension and is parallel in the normal bundle of M,
then M is containe in a totally umbilical submanifold of M of dimension
p dim M + dimWxM. D

[E]

[o]
[R]

Is]

IS.S]
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